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ABSTRACT
A foreseeable incarnation of Web 3.0 could inherit machine understandability from the Semantic Web,
and collaborative editing from Web 2.0 applications. We review the research and development trends
which are getting today Web nearer to such an incarnation. We present semantic wikis, microformats, and
the so-called “lowercase semantic web”: they are the main approaches at closing the technological gap
between content authors and Semantic Web technologies.
We discuss a too often neglected aspect of the associated technologies, namely how much they adhere
to the wiki philosophy of open editing: is there an intrinsic incompatibility between semantic rich content
and unconstrained editing? We argue that the answer to this question can be “no”, provided that a few yet
relevant shortcomings of current Web technologies will be fixed soon.

INTRODUCTION
Web 3.0 can turn out to be many things, it is hard to state what will be the most relevant while still
debating on what Web 2.0 [O’Reilly (2007)] has been. We postulate that a large slice of Web 3.0 will be
about the synergies between Web 2.0 and the Semantic Web [Berners-Lee et al. (2001)], synergies that
only very recently have begun to be discovered and exploited.
We base our foresight on the observation that Web 2.0 and the Semantic Web are converging to a
common point in their initially split evolution lines. On the Web 2.0 side, even if specifications of its
precise nature are still lacking, it is settled that Web 2.0 has changed many aspects of the plain old Web,
and has done so pivoting around the concept of collaboration [O’Reilly (2007); Musser & O’Reilly
(2006)]:
technically collaboration has been made easier by a new approach at web application development
(AJAX) which has leveraged the potentialities of web applications and improved user experiences,
still requiring only a web browser to participate;
socially the advent of social networking sites has enabled millions of users to find each other and
chime in via affinities in interests;
economically a new business model—based on exploiting user-provided content and using added
value services in convincing them to provide more (the more the content, the better the service)—
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has closed the circle attracting big companies in the game.
In spite of Web 2.0 turning into a reality in just a couple of years, the Semantic Web [Berners-Lee et al.
(2001)] envisaged by Tim Berners-Lee since the late nineties1 is, in the eyes of many web users, still a
blurry, non implemented concept. The reasons for this acceptance delay are, by comparison with the
history of Web 2.0, mostly to be found in a chicken and egg scenario. Users are not encouraged to provide
semantically rich content since added value services for such kind of content are missing; companies are
not seeing the potential market since there are no users.
Things are made worst by the “height” of the Semantic Web technology stack: there are too many
technologies to master for adding semantic annotations to personal home pages or blog posts. Authors, the
key figures which made Web 2.0 a success, are kept out of the Semantic Web loop as they do not have the
capabilities to master the needed technologies (RDF [Manola & Miller (2004)], OWL [McGuinness & van
Harmelen (2004)], SPARQL [Prud’hommeaux & Seaborne (2008)], to mention just a few); this is a key
difference with the simplicity authors are used to with wiki and blog engines.
Recent trends [Hendler (2008)] seem to be showing a way out: semantically rich data sets coming from
governments and research projects are being published; a handful of start up companies have started
businesses exploiting Semantic Web technologies in particular domains; even the standardization tracks of
Semantic Web-related languages have shown an acceleration in the past 2 to 3 years. But such
advancements are far from bringing Semantic Web to the masses as all of them are relegated to scientific
or corporate niches. More importantly, they still fail to address the authorship problem, as they are usually
not interested in closing the gap between authors and Semantic Web technologies.
To back our initial claim, we observe that two yet to be mentioned recent trends are diminishing the
distance between authors and Semantic Web technologies; interestingly enough they are doing so in two
key environments of Web 2.0: wikis and blogs. The first trend is that of semantic wikis which are bringing
semantic annotation capabilities to authors, yet requiring no more knowledge than that needed to
contribute to Wikipedia. The second trend is that of microformats and, more generally, of the “lowercase
semantic web”. Microformats are empowering users of simplified content management systems, such as
blog engines, to add semantic annotations exploiting capabilities readily present in the legacy languages,
e.g. XHTML, already used by authors. Using microformats authors gain immediate benefits—such as
fancy CSS-based layouts—not necessarily related to the machine understandability of the (now) annotated
content.
The aim of this chapter is to introduce the reader to the research and technological trends related to
semantics wikis and the lowercase semantic web. We will see where they generated from, what they are
heading to, and how they can be used to produce semantically rich content which is ready to be consumed
not only by forthcoming implementations of Semantic Web technologies, but also by readily available,
though implementation-specific, added value services.
Of the two trends, the chapter will then focus on the wiki side, critically reviewing some of the design
principles of mainstream semantics wikis. The main objection to most of them is that they are neglecting
the free editing philosophy Leuf & Cunningham (2001) which brought wikis to success. The issues
however can be easily fixed by putting established research results into use. Our proposed tentative
solution is to reuse wiki templating mechanism, piggy backing on them the desired semantic information;
the advantage of such a solution is to avoid drifting from an authoring practice (templating), which is
already part of wiki author work-flow. Finally, the reader will be pointed to the needed resources for
pursuing a similar critical review exercise on the blog side for what concerns the microformat trend.

BACKGROUND
1the first working draft of the once called “Resource Description Framework (RDF) Model and Syntax”
specification was published in August 1997, see the revision history of http://www.w3.org/TR/WDrdf
syntax971002/
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This section provides background for the two trends we will be discussing: microformats and semantic
wikis. The two sets of apparently unrelated technologies share the objective of easing the access to
“semantic authorship”. This means that they both provide lightweight mechanisms for enriching the plain
content which can be found on the web with semantic information, so that it can be later on automatically
processed by a computer program.
Traditionally, microformats were born in the blogosphere [Barlow (2007)] (the user and developer
communities related to weblogs) while semantic wikis are an evolutionary trend of wikis. The pedigree
difference had an impact on the respective trends: while microformats exploits details of XHTML (which
directly or indirectly is the language most frequently typed by blog post authors), semantic wikis provide
extended wiki markups or interfaces to specify semantic annotations.
Chapter structure: The next section discusses microformats as an important contribution to ease
semantic authorship, while the remainder of the chapter will focus on semantic wikis contributing
criticisms and proposing novel solutions. For the interested reader, the proposal is to try parallel that work
on microformats and blogs.

Microformats and the “lowercase semantic web”
Consider the following scenario:
You have been visiting an abroad workplace for the past 6 months. You have been blogging
about that regularly both for your old friends at home (to keep them informed), and for your
new friends abroad (to let them know you better).
6 months have passed; it’s time to leave and you are organizing a goodbye party. You want to
blog about the event details and enable your local friends to add the event to their calendars
as easy as possible.
The above scenario is a simple example of what we call “everyday semantic web”. In such a scenario
we are not requiring a full fledged implementation of Semantic Web [Berners-Lee et al. (2001)] where
intelligent agents take care to schedule appointments depending on several factors (proximity, availability,
agenda matching, …). Rather, we just want to use the web as a media to convey semantic information (an
appointment in this case), fulfilling a simple requirement: doing so using a Web application which is only
known to support some widespread markup language (e.g. the application being our blog engine, the
language (X)HTML).
Implementing the scenario following the Semantic Web way would lead us to use RDF
Calendar [Connolly & Miller (2005)]: after typing in the blog engine the post prose, we would need to
encode the event information in RDF Calendar, upload it separately (admitting that our blog engine
permits that, otherwise we would need to embed the information), and link the RDF file from the blog
post. Alternatively, we can go for the vCalendar standard [Alden & Bartlett (1996)], and create a .vcs
file containing just the event information, upload and link it from the blog post. Our friends can then click
on the .vcs file and import it in their agenda application. In both cases we are requiring the author to
code the information twice: one for humans, one for the machine. Considering that the author is probably
blogging in her spare time, she will not be particularly happy about the required extra burden: that is why
we have all been diligently copying and pasting the information by hand in our agenda application thus
far.
The hCalendar2 microformat comes to the rescue. Using it we can encode the semantic information
side by side with the prose and only once, by using cleverly (X)HTML classes. Here is an example:
<div class="vevent">
<span class="summary">Goodbye party</span>
<p>Finally, I'm leaving :( I would welcome all of you for the
2http://microformats.org/wiki/hcalendar
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due goodbye party. Let's meet <span class="location">in front
of the lab</span> <abbr class="dtstart"
title="20081015T13:30:00+02:00">today at 13:30</abbr>, I'll
be around until <abbr class="dtend"
title="20080415:00:00+02:00">15:00</abbr>, as later on I'll
have to catch a plane :)
</p>
</div>
From the author point of view this representation is convenient for various reasons. First of all
information are encoded (mostly) once.3 This diminish the likelihood of information getting out of date
upon updates, is less likely to hinder author willingness to add semantic annotation (and hence has also
good chances to help technology diffusion), and can work around technical limitations of the web
application in use: the above markup only requires the ability to specify the class attribute on content
parts, such a requirement is fulfilled by many (simplified, as blogs, or full-fledged) content management
systems even when (X)HTML is not the language directly used by authors for typesetting content.
A second advantage for authors is that microformats implementations exist out of the box: they can
serve the author only relying on an agreement upon class names. At the very minimum, authors using
hCalendar class names can found on the web a plethora of CSS stylesheets which can be plugged in their
blogs to have event details stand off from the ordinary text, distinguishing them visually from the plain
prose. This aspect is shared by several microformats and implements the principle of instant gratification
for authors: by simply choosing appropriate names, authors obtain fancy renderings, while (knowingly or
not) having just provided a new bit of semantic information on the Web.
From the point of view of content users, the life is not (yet) completely trivial, but it is changing very
rapidly. Indeed for the random reader of the blog post the event will just be fancy, but is far from being
just one click away from its agenda application. Still, it is not that far. For instance, just installing the
Operator4 extension for the Firefox browser, users will be notified when a page contains microformat
instances. In the particular case of hCalendar, Operator offers a contextual menu enabling direct
importation in an agenda application, via vCalendar conversion.
Microformats [Khare (2006)] do not stop at hCalendar of course, there is a full set of microformats to
support various needs. The shared principles are however the same. The key idea is to exploit the
capabilities of the language used by content authors, in particular those of XHTML. In a spectrum ranging
from the simplest to the most complex microformat, we can distinguish between elemental and compound
microformats. Elemental (or “link-based”) microformats simply revamp a traditional principle of
hypertexts [Bieber et al. (1997)], neglected in modern implementations: link classification. By augmenting
the set of allowed values for the rel attribute of anchor elements (a), elemental microformats can express
properties of the source page of the link. Several examples of elemental microformats are in order:
the license of a page content can be specified using the rellicense microformat: adding
<a href="http://creativecommons.org/licenses/bysa/3.0/"
rel="license">...</a>
to a page states that its content is licensed under the terms of the Creative Commons BY-SA license
version 3.0
the tags associated to a blog post, or to some page in a CMS, can be specified using the rel-tag
microformat: it is similar to rel-tag, but uses the rel="tag" relationship
3“mostly” is embodied by the title attributes used to input machine parseable dates and times. This is a technical
limitation of current implementations: libraries for parsing dates out of English texts (e.g. “today at 2pm”) have been
available to Perl hackers for several years
4https://addons.mozilla.org/it/firefox/addon/4106
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the human relationship among the owner of a homepage and the owner of a linked homepage can be
specified using the XFN (XHTML Friends Network) microformat. With XFN you can describe
relationships such as: friendship degree (contact, acquaintance, friend), romantic involvement
(crush, dated, sweetheart), identity (myself), …
no relation among two linked pages can be explicitly required using the rel-nofollow microformat,
which has been designed to avoid influencing search engines, for example to fight abuse of blog
post comments by spammers
Compound microformats on the other hand have been designed to encode relatively complex
information such as calendar entries. Though hCalendar is probably the most popular compound
microformat, other examples of compound microformats are hCard (to encode business card information
sets, which are ubiquitous on the web thanks to homepages) and hReview (to represent reviews and rating
of entities represented on the web). A full directory listing of microformat specifications, both elemental
and compound, is available on the microformats.org wiki5.
But what does it mean for a microformat to have a specification? All mentioned microformats rely on
only three aspects of XHTML: the multi-valued attributed class, new allowed values for rel, and the
intrinsic nesting of XHTML (exploited for example by hCalendar: the details of the described event have
to be found inside the element annotated with class="vevent"). Hence a microformat specification
can be very simple, it only takes a description of prescribed class names and rel attribute values; such
information can be described in an uniform way using the XMDP (XHTML Metadata Profile) format. The
description of the meaning of names and values is described as informally as in a W3C specification.
The good thing about specifications is usually that they foster implementations. This, together with the
simplicity of the average microformat specification, has indeed worked also for microformats and their
implementations are spreading. Some notable examples are: rellicense is implemented by the
Creative Commons license chooser6, reltag by popular blog engines, relnofollow by Google
spiders, compound microformats sports several tool able to “parse” them into their corresponding legacy
formats (e.g. Operator/hCalendar/vCalendar). The future of implementations is very encouraging: current
implementations are listed on the microformats wiki, and Firefox 3.0 comes with a built-in API 7 to work
on microformats embedded in web pages.
To wrap-up, the term “lowercase semantic web” have been coined by microformats proponents to
counter the legacy “Semantic Web” (with capital “S” and “W”). The lowercase semantic web is not being
proposed as an alternative to Semantic Web, the targets are quite different. While the latter aims at
bringing full fledged reasoning capabilities to intelligent agents which will work for the human, lowercase
semantic web aims to be an intermediate step, able to encode entities coming from everyday ontologies so
that they can be accessed by everyday software.
In the spirit of lowercase semantic web, the W3C itself is proposing RDFa [Adida & Birbeck (2008)],
an extension of XHTML which allows users to express semantics in Web pages. RDFa provides a set of
attributes (hence the “a” in its name) to write statements directly mappable to RDF triples. Some of these
attributes have already existed in XHTML (with the standards making them usable on all elements) and
new ones have been introduced to specifically model RDF concepts: about (the resource a metadata
refers to), rel and rev (forward/backward relationships), typeof (subject type), and few others. The
fact that RDFa were designed over a well-defined model such as XML/RDF has important consequences
on the language itself. RDFa supports namespaces opening interesting perspectives for embedding general
and inter-mixed semantic information. Moreover it can exploits the data formats and data models
proposed for RDF, which are very powerful to encode machine-readable knowledge. The possible
presence of RDFa in future specifications of XHTML, as well as the support of standard bodies, can
leverage the success of that solution. On the other hand, microformats already proved to be backed by
several implementations and easily integrable in current systems, supported by a skilled and enthusiastic
5http://microformats.org/wiki
6http://creativecommons.org/license/
7http://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Using_microformats
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community of developers/users. Future developments, synergies or conflicts between these two proposals
are then something to be monitored in the near future.
In conclusion, we observe that the lowercase semantic web seems to follow a 20-80 rule, with just 20%
of the potential expressive power of Semantic Web it aims at implementing 80% of user semantic needs.
For the time being it is going to be a success: just trying out tools like Operator, people get surprised to
discover that Web pages authored by them support microformats out of the box, by the means of the tools
they used to create them (e.g. the CC license chooser, and your favorite blog engine).

Semantic wikis
Now in parallel with the lowercase semantic web, the older effort of semantic wikis is trying to bridge the
gap between easy authoring and semantic content for a different class of authors: wiki contributors.
Basically, a semantic wiki is a wiki system enabling users to write semantic data about a given domain.
The idea is to join together the benefits of the wiki open editing model, and those of semanticallyenriched
content repositories. In fact, a semantic wiki is not (or, at least, it should not be) a complex authoring
environment for ontologies, statements, semantic properties, etc. Rather, it is a wiki where authors can
also write their content to be machinereadable.
Most semantic wikis adopt a simple yet powerful model: each page represents a concept of the domain,
links can be typed to express relations among concepts, and properties of each concept can be defined via
attributes. Specialized syntaxes are used to let authors write the semantic information. The point is to
mitigate difficulties in writing semantic content by exploiting an authoring solution which proved to be
powerful, flexible, and widely accepted by the Web community. Semantic wikis have given birth to a a
lively and evergrowing community8.
The example of Semantic Wikipedia [Völkel et al. (2006)] is significant. Its goal is to create a
machinereadable version of Wikipedia, to better exploit the huge amount of available information. From
a technical point of view, the project relies on Semantic MediaWiki, an extension of MediaWiki with a
new syntax to let users annotate content fragments, and an enhanced interface to manage semantic data.
Exportation capabilities to RDF/ OWL make the whole knowledge base available for advanced retrieving,
searching, and reasoning. The technical robustness, the lively developer community, and the worldwide
support and enthusiasm for Wikipedia make this semantic wiki project the most promising and solid.
Let us use a Semantic MediaWiki example to introduce the basic principle of most semantic wikis. The
following snippet is the source code of a page about the seminal paper on Rhizome [Souzis (2005)].
The paper was presented at the [[accepted by::SemWiki2006]] as a
[[presented as::demo]]. It is about Rhizome.
* [http://www.liminalzone.org/static/semwiki200628.pdf Download]
Written by [[author::Adam Souzis]].
Some text fragments express semantic statements about that paper: for instance, the fact that the paper
was written by Adam Souzis and accepted at SemWiki2006 as a demo. Such information is not only
readable by human users but also by sotware agents. Figure 1 shows the page as normally rendered by the
wiki engine, and a table of automatically extracted semantic data.
The use of a new syntax is crucial to embed semantics. For instance, the fact that the paper is about
Rhizome cannot be automatically retrieved since it was not correctly markedup.

8http://www.semwiki.org/
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Figure 1. A Semantic WikiMedia page rendered by the engine and a connected page with some
automatically extracted properties.
Note that the way to use a wiki does not change. In fact, users can freely edit any fragment without any
limitation. The more the information is correctly encoded the more semantic data are available, but no
constraint is imposed over the open wiki editing process.
Other semantic wikis are worth being discussed here. More than listing the peculiarities of each
system, the goal is to highlight the most relevant aspects of a semantic wiki, and provide readers with
metrics to evaluate existing and perspective solutions.
Two orthogonal dimensions can be used to classify a semantic wiki: assisted editing and
expressiveness. Figure 2 organizes the most, in author opinion, relevant semantic wikis according to that
classification. Each wiki is actually the representative of a wider class of wikiclones all characterized by
a specific approach in semantic content authoring.

Figure 2. Showing semantic wiki clones on the axes of how much they assist/constraint authors (assisted
editing), and how expressive they enable semantic annotations to be (expressiveness).
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The assisted editing axis indicates how much a user is free to add or edit semantic data. Traditional
wikis are based on a fully open editing model Leuf & Cunningham (2001) and owe their success to that
idea. Most semantic wikis provide users alternative syntaxes for embedding semantic data within plain
content using typed links. In that case, users do not have any limitations when writing semantic content:
they keep on working on a plain textareas and keep on using the editing paradigm they are used to. Yet,
they are not directly assisted in writing consistent declarations and statements, but the editing freedom of
traditional wikis is saved. Platypus [Roberto Tazzoli & Campanini (2004)] (the first semantic wiki),
Semantic MediaWiki (the most important competitor) and BOWiki [Backhaus et al. (2007)] (a domain
oriented extension of Semantic MediaWiki customized for the biologydomain) are examples of this
approach.
While these wikis adopt a wikilike syntax for inserting semantic data, others adopt XMLbased
syntaxes or their own languages. In a way, they limit the editing freedom of the users and drive them in
writing content according to a given schema. That is the reason why Rhizome [Souzis (2005)] is slightly
moved to the right in our plot. In fact, Rhizome relies on ZML (a textual syntax serializable into XML), a
generic language to express semistructured data, and an engine to apply rules for intermixing semantics
and free texts.
In the middle of the assisted editing axis we found a class of wikis which integrates the traditional
editing textarea with interfaces which help users to produce semantic data. AceWiki [Kuhn (2008)]
exploits the Attempto controlled natural language ACE [Fuchs et al. (1998)] to let users write
unambiguous statements in English. Although users can write inconsistent statements, the system also
integrates a predictive authoring tool which suggests options and values to the users. Similarly,
Makna [Dello et al. (2006)] presents a mixed interface where users can write content both with a wikilike
syntax and via specialized forms. Figure 3 shows two sample screenshots of this class of wikis,
integrating text editors and semantic widgets.

Figure 3. Makna, AceWiki and similar wikis integrate widgets for authoring semantic data with a plain
text editor.
Semantic_Forms [Koren (2008)] also belongs to this group. It is an extension of Semantic MediaWiki,
whose pages can be edited either via free textareas or via predefined forms. The system exploits
templates, i.e. predefined text structures which are dynamically filled by content and rendered into a
MediaWiki article. A form, in fact, is generated from a template, whose fragments and data unit have been
previously typed. Since each data type is associated to a type of field (free textarea, checkbox or radio
button with predefined values, predefined menu, etc.), a direct conversion process automatically produces
the final form, to be filled by the users. The formbased content is indeed included into an article but the
integration with the inline content is only partial.
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At the right edge of the spectrum we found those wikis which provide users powerful and highly
structured interfaces to add semantic data. IkeWiki [Schaffert (2006)] for instance has been designed to
support expert users in authoring ontologies. These tools are in fact defined “ontology editors”. It is
significant the fact that IkeWiki provides distinct interfaces to edit plain wiki content, metadata, and
annotations. The COW’s interface [Fischer et al. (2006)] is clearly oriented to traditional concepts of
ontology management such as classes, relations, instances, …. SweetWiki [Buffa & Gandon (2006)] is at
the very right of the spectrum since it integrates Ajaxbased widgets to add metadata and edit content.
Although these interfaces are very intuitive, they limit the editing freedom of the users which are driven
stepbystep in writing semantic content. Figure 4 shows two SweetWiki’s screenshots, as examples of
these ontologyoriented interfaces.

Figure 4. The SweetWiki interface, like other ’ontology editors’ includes modules for advanced
management of ontologies.
The orthogonal dimension—expressiveness—indicates how much a wiki user can alter the ontology
encoded in the wiki. The idea is to evaluate whether the users are actually able to describe their domain:
can they add new classes and instances? which types of relations can be declared? which types of
constraints? which statements can be directly written or derived?
Although being a very flexible framework, Rhizome [Souzis (2005)] sits at the bottom of our plot. It
represents all those wikis which allow users to express RDF statements but do not let them to build deep
ontologies with new classes, new subclasses relations, …. BOWiki [Backhaus et al. (2007)] and
SWIM [Lange (2007)] (an extension of IkeWiki customized for collaborative management of scientific
knowledge) are examples of wikis relying on builtin ontologies. These wikis allow users to add new
instances and provide them with partial support for creating new classes, but they are still tied to a specific
domain. That is the reason why they are in a lower position, with respect to Semantic MediaWiki,
AceWiki, and Semantic_Forms. All these wikis, in fact, allow users to create any class (category) useful
in their domain, and allow any type in the definition of links. On the other hand, they adopt a very simple
ontological model which maps each concept to a page: more complex and deep ontologies cannot be
created, as well as more complex statements and inferences are not available. The subject of each
statement, for instance, can only be the concept or instance represented by a page, no finergrained
mechanism is provided.
It is not a surprise the fact that the ontology editors (IkeWiki, COW, and to a lesser extent SweetWiki)
are positioned near the top of the plot. They in fact provide users interfaces to build complex ontologies,
to express complex relations and to interact with OWL reasoners. On the contrary, the position of Platypus
was unexpected. The reason is that Platypus, like other semantic wikis, allows users to write complex
RDF statements and goes beyond the basic ontological model of Semantic MediaWiki.
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The very top position on this axis is occupied by MyOntology [Siorpaes & Hepp (2007)]. That is not
only a semantic wikiclone, rather a wider project aiming at defining theoretical foundations for the design
and implementation of communitydriven and wikibased ontology editors. MyOntology represents all
those approaches using wikis as platforms for creating and managing (even very complex) ontologies
during their whole lifecycle, being able to model any type of class, instance, relation and constraint.
The two dimensions appear to be correlated. The general trend is that structured and ontologyoriented
interfaces give users more power but limit their editing freedom. On the contrary, simplified editing
models tend to limit their “semantic capabilities”. Exceptions and tradeoff solutions exist and have been
noticed. However, the tension between a free editing model and formal/rigid semantic authoring is still
evident within semantic wikis and none of the existing solutions maximizes both perspectives.

WIKI TEMPLATING AND THE SEMANTIC WEB
The abovediscussed efforts to make it easier to author metadata within web pages are very promising.
Each of them, however, is targeted to a given context and in most cases to a given class of users. An open
question is then: is there an intrinsic and universal tradeoff between semantically rich content and ease of
authoring? What is the best solution to solve it?
We believe that wikis are the best candidates to play that role, for two reasons: first of all, wikis have
proved to be simple enough for inexperienced users to create large content repositories such as Wikipedia
and are already wellknown and established; second, wikis are designed for (even huge) communities and
can exploit the expertise and enthusiasm of such communities to provide semantic information. The role
of the community is essential for our purposes. While blogs are meant for being edited by a single user
and read by many others, in fact, wikis allow all users to share their thoughts and ideas and make it
possible to build richer and larger knowledgebases. This does not mean that it is pointless to develop
techniques and technologies for ease authoring of semantic content in the context of simplified CMS, but
only that on that area the benefits of the community can not be similarly exploited. For these reasons, in
the reminder of this chapter we will focus on wikis, inviting the reader to develop parallel considerations
for the microformat/blog side.
Requirements
The question we have posed can then be rephrased as follows: what are the requirements for a wiki which
enables semantic data authoring? We propose 4 such requirements:
editing freedom users should be able to freely edit any content in an environment as unconstrained as
possible. The key point is to let authors to freely edit not only the textual content as it happens in
legacy wikis, but also the semantic content.
Such an open paradigm determined the success of wikis: it is natural to expect it for semantic wikis
too.
content metadata proximity semantic information should be as close as possible to content.
The common approach to add metadata (that is: data about data) to humanreadable documents on
the Web is to create a machinereadable serialization of metadata, to be published either as an
external resource or as a specialpurpose section of the original document. From the point of view
of the author, this approach can induce an information duplication: the same information got
inlined in prose for humans and in more rigorous languages for machines. Two problems arise, the
first is inherent to information duplication when not paired with coherence enforcement: the
semantic content can easily get outofsync with respect to the prose. The second problem is that
the authoring process becomes more tedious, since diligent content authors striving for coherence
need to edit two documents instead of one. This is made even more tedious by the fact that the
documents need to be written in different languages, possibly requiring entirely different
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technologies or knowledge.
validation it should be possible to check for correctness the semantic information with respect to user
needs and preferences, as well as domain requirements.
This requirement is not brought by semantic annotations. The presence of semantic information,
however, emphasizes it for two reasons: (i) semantic agents can now perform advanced controls
over content; (ii) valid content makes possible advanced searching and reasoning processes. Note
that correctness contributes to avoid wasting author efforts in adding semantic annotations:
malformed or incoherent semantic annotations are as useless as no semantic annotation at all. Note
also that the support for validation should be independent from a set of specific requirements:
regardless of the actual checks users are interested in, a semantic wiki should help them to declare
those requirements and to verify the quality of their metadata.
uniformity the fact that we are dealing with semantics in an open editing environment suggests an
uniformity requirement. Semantic information allows users to make sense of an object in relation to
others of the same kind, other versions or variants of it, other external resources, etc. The overall
objective is building an uniform knowledge base, where similar objects are easily identifiable,
(common) properties are retrievable, and objects are related.
Generating such an uniform knowledgebase via exportation from authoring tools which constraint
the authoring workflow (e.g. using a CMS) is not particularly challenging. Such tools can indeed
force authors to provide “required” information and keep them under tight control. How useful is
the resulting knowledgebase is an entirely different topic, but at least uniformity can be inherited
from authoringtime constraint. Achieving similar results with wikis is more difficult, due to their
open editing model and the heterogeneity of involved users. Wiki users would benefit from a
mechanism aiding them in producing uniform pages sharing content and structures.
This section looks at semantics wikis and review them with respect to the above requirements: do
semantic wikis meet the requirements? We believe they still fail in satisfying all of user needs, as each of
them is particularly strong on some aspects but has important weaknesses on others.
The analysis about the assisted editing property in the previous section highlighted that the editing
freedom requirement is neglected by several state of the art wikis: it is very common to find semantic
wikis implementing free editing interfaces for nonsemantic contents, but restricting (sometimes heavily)
author freedom in authoring semantic annotations. They were all shown on the right of Figure 2. Other
semantic wikis fail in reducing the content/metadata distance, since they only partially embed semantic
data within the content. Semantic_Forms for instance provide formbased interfaces to insert semantic
data, but consider those data as independent fragments. The most critical point is however validation.
Semantic wikis in fact have a very poor support for automatic datachecking. Semantic MediaWiki and
Semantic_Forms for instance verify whether a mandatory property is included in a templatebased page,
or whether it belongs to a given category. On the other hand, they do not support controls on semantic
data which crosses page boundaries, like relations expressed as typedlinks between pages. Similarly,
other wikis validate data inserted using specialized interfaces but do not support validation on inline
content. The main issue, in fact, is that validation is still limited to highlystructured data which are
handled as an extra layer disconnected from the free text users can (and want to) edit.
This chapter proposes an alternative solution based on wiki content templates. The idea of wiki
templates is not new in the literature, but one must be careful: here the focus is specifically on content
templating, i.e. mechanisms that enable users to define content snippets that can be invoked from other
pages, possibly instantiating some of their parts.9 Content templates are meant to reuse wiki content across
different pages, and to ease the creation of similar pages. Examples of such templates are very common:
9the alternative interpretation of templating in the wiki context is presentational templating, such as HTML frames
or CSS stylesheets used for page rendering
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Wikipedia supports templates for creating uniform page parts (e.g. “infoboxes”) which provide the same
information set on nations, actors, bands, players, …; seeding pages are supported by many wiki clones to
create new pages about recurring events, information, … The strength of templates lies in their capacity of
modeling information patterns and boiling down multiple editing actions into a single one. They help
users in saving time and easily produce highquality results, exploiting polished structures. This chapter
proposal is to foster the creation of semantic information through semanticallyenhanced templates, as like
as templates proved capable to foster the creation of plain information via plain templates. The key point
is that templates allow users to do so without changing the wiki editing workflow authors are already
familiar with.
Templating flavors
An analysis [Di Iorio et al. (2008)] of exiting wiki templating models pointed out some aspects of
templating, which ends up being central in the design of the framework implementing this chapter
proposal. The authors identified two approaches at content templating: functional and creational. A
functional template is a page including a set of placeholders which will be substituted by actual values
passed as formal parameters at template application time. Such a template is applied invoking it by name
and passing actual parameters, with a specialpurpose syntax in the wiki markup. For instance, most
Wikipedia information boxes providing structured information about sports, animals, and plants are
created using such technique. The following code snippet shows the invocation of a functional template in
a page about ’Italy’.
{{Infobox Country
|native_name
|capital
|government_type
|leader_title1
|leader_name1
...
}}

=
=
=
=
=

''Repubblica Italiana''
[[Rome]]
[[Parliamentary republic]]
[[President of the Italian Republic|President]]
[[Giorgio Napolitano]]

The author has to only specify the template name (Infobox Country) and the properties of this
country (the capital is Rome, the ’President’ is currently ’Giorgio Napolitano’, etc.). Whenever that page
will be accessed, such declaration will be rendered as a table with a proper style, summarizing all these
properties.
A creational template (or seeding page) is a page used as the starting content for the creation of new
ones, with the same initial structure and markup, as if it had been copy&pasted into the new page.
Usually, when creating new pages, users of creational template enabled wiki engine, are faced with the list
of available templates they can choose from. Though seeding pages were available in the early wiki days,
MoinMoin first reintroduced in modern engines such templating model, which is now regaining
momentum. Creational templates are widely used to create (initially) uniform pages in a wiki site or to
quickly generate new content from preexisting one. A creational template for the ’Italy’ example would
be similar to the following (syntactical details, i.e. squarebrackets, are not relevant here):
[[Insert the name of your country]] was natively
called [[insert the native name of your country]].
The capital is [[Insert the capitol here]].
It is a [[Insert the type of the government]],
whose leader is titled [[Insert the title of the
country's main leader]]. The current leader is
[[Insert the name of the current leader]]....
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Our proposal is to include partial semantic information in a template, which can be instantiated and
completed by the users. Several reasons make creational templates the most appropriate choice to satisfy
the above requirements. First, they better meet the requirement of reducing the distance between content
and metadata (requirement 2). The semantic information provided in a creational template is fully
embedded with the textual content of that page. There is in fact a onetoone mapping between the
structure of the template and the structure of the rendered page, so that the information is also easier to be
searched, retrieved and updated.
On the other hand, the rendered text derived from a functional template can have a completely
different structure from the text edited by the user (usually that is a simple invocation of a function by
passing parameters). Such a different organization have in fact some important benefits: functional
templates make it easy to present structured data and to force a set of pages to be uniform. Moreover, the
rendering of all the pages connected to the same template can be updated with a single operation. In many
cases functional templates are useful and appropriate: the experience of Semantic Wikipedia and
especially Semantic_Forms proved they also are a precious aid for semantic wiki authoring. Nevertheless
functional templates fail to meet the editing freedom requirement. Although filling an instance of a
functional template is very simple, users are not free to edit their (semantic) content. They can only add
data to a predefined structure which will be rendered later, instead of having the possibility of reorganize
and customize their content or information pattern. A partial solution has been proposed (by MediaWiki,
for instance) that allows users to mix freetext with fragments rendered through a functional template10 .
However, those fragments are not completely integrated with the mixed textual content: they duplicate the
information, and are located in a separated and independent area of the page. This issue is then related to
the requirement of fully embedding semantic content into a page, in order to provide an integrated yet
open editing environment. Creational templates provide such an environment.
Still, creational templates have an important limitation: once a page has been derived from a template,
it lives as an independent entity within the wiki. It can be modified up to become something completely
different from the original source. The idea of using a template to drive the authoring of semantic
information in a page, and validate it (requirement 3, validation) is then not viable by only adopting
creational templates. Our solution to this remaining problem is then to extend creational templates to also
support validation and guarantee uniformity (requirement 4, uniformity).
Light constraints
The extension of creational templates with validation can be achieved exploiting the generalpurpose
architecture of lightly constrained wikis [Di Iorio & Zacchiroli (2006)] (LCWs). The idea of LCWs is
rooted at the observation that some constraints spontaneously appear in wiki communities to encode best
authoring practices or enforce domainspecific features: capabilities of spellchecking, detecting orphan
pages, giving the same structure to a set of pages, and forcing the presence of some information are all
instances of this habit. LCW is a general framework, which integrates a noninvasive mechanism to
validate a posteriori page content, so as to automatically check whether the constraints on a given page are
violated or not, notifying users of problems without forcing authors to fix them.
The architecture of a LCW is simple: each page is associated to a set of validators, each validator
implements a constraintcheck and returns a validation report, possibly completed by a list of localized
errors. In a LCW, traditional SAVE and VIEW operations turn into: CONDITIONALSAVE (whenever a user tries
to save a page, validation reports are presented and the author can ignore them saving the page anyway or
rather fix them by editing the page again) and ANNOTATEDVIEW (visitors viewing a page are shown the
usual content enriched by a validation report, so that they can help in fixing errors). The most important
aspect of LCWs is their lightness, the fact that constraints do not have to be necessarily satisfied in order
10http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Help:Templates
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to save a page, but are conceived as warnings. Such a solution does not impose any limitation over the
editing process, preserves “The Wiki Way” Leuf & Cunningham (2001), and relies on the community (the
true wiki power) to fix errors by only making them explicit.
Semantic wiki templating
Going back to the initial issue, we propose to integrate easy authoring and semantic data by exploiting
creational templates empowered by light constraints on template matching: we call this solution lightly
constrained templates (LCT). The basic idea is to (i) write templates whose fragments contain partial
semantic information to be filled by users and (ii) encode as a light constraint the fact that a page matches
that template. Whenever a page is displayed or saved, the system verifies whether the page still matches
the template (or, at the very minimum, whether its semantic fragments are still preserved in that page) and
presents a validation feedback according to the abovediscussed workflow.
The synergy between creational templates and light-constraints validation provides several benefits.
First of all, users do not suffer any limitation in editing (semantic) content, since constraints can be
temporarily violated and the whole content is available for modification. Unlike wikis which provide
interfaces driving users and restricting their editing choices a priori, LCT validate content a posteriori
without any further imposition on authoring. Requirement 1 (editing freedom) is hence dealt with. The
fact that templates are creational, and so there is a onetoone correspondence between the structure of the
source and the structure of its rendering, satisfies requirement 2 (contentmetadata proximity). LCT
provides a unified editing environment, unlike most semantic wikis which offer disconnected interfaces to
work on prose or semantic data. The difference with other wikis which offer inline editing of semantic
data lies in the validation capabilities: the possibility to add multiple validators, each providing localized
analysis of content make possible to implement a plethora of controls. The more validators are powerful,
the more (semantic) data can be checked and managed. In fact, requirement 3 (validation) and 4
(uniformity) are satisfied by the presence of external validators which check whether or not the originating
template is matched and the (semantic) information is preserved and uniformed.
A piece is still missing in the discussion, about mechanisms used by the authors to write semantically
enabled creational templates. The analysis of the background section suggests two solutions. On one hand,
an enhanced wiki markup can be exploited (Semantic Mediawiki, for instance, uses an extension of the
plain Mediawiki syntax to express typed links, categories, and relations among pages). On the other hand,
microformats provide solutions for including semantic information within HTML pages: the fact that most
wikis are able to parse HTML source code then suggests to use quasi microformat syntax in creational
templates. Still, actual syntaxes are not that relevant at this stage: what is important is that semantic
content is embedded and can be validated a posteriori.
The nature itself of the validation is something which should not be fixed once and for all. In fact, LCT
is designed to support different levels of validation. Multiple types of matching between an instance and
its originating template exist and can even coexist (since multiple validators can be associated to a single
page). Consider a wiki page about a music band containing free text and embedded semantic information
about its components and albums in two distinct lists. That page can be derived from a creational template
which generates a first instance with some holes for the semantic data (and suggestions to add more data
of the same type). New items can be added to the lists of albums and components and the free text can
change during the life cycle of that page. A validator which verifies that all the originating text is
preserved would return a warning as soon as a single character changes in the free text area; on the other
hand, a validator only checking if semantic fragments in the lists match the originating template would
ignore free text modifications. The point is that some changes impact on (part of) the semantic content of
a page, others do not: proper designed validators can then implement different strategies for template
matching.
A template is actually a ’schema’ defining the semantic information to be provided in a page. Two
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pages with very different textual content (or organized in very different structures) could both match the
same template if they provide the same set of semantic data, as required by the template. It is important to
notice that these pages do not have to contain exactly the same data but they have to be two instances of
the same class.
Note also that users are still entitled to change any fragment of that page, without any limitation:
validators will return an error/warning only if a required semantic information is missing, corrupted or
incongruous.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
The research in the field of simplified semantic wiki authoring is far from being complete. The presented
proposal plans some important developments. The first available prototype [Di Iorio et al. (2008)] is an
extension of MoinMoin (see Figure 5 for a screenshot), a wiki clone providing creational templates, which
implements the LC architecture and provides a simple support for template validation. A template
organizes content into hierarchical structures, so that the instance/template matching consists of checking
that all (sub)sections exist and provide some basic information. Such a preliminary mechanism need to be
extended to validate inline content and relations among resources.

Figure 5. Screenshot of an LC templating implementation for the MoinMoin wiki engine. The shown
tooltip is associated with the first of the template mismatch errors summarized at the top of the page,
localized at the second (error) marker in the page
.
A key aspect of the proposed architecture is the independence from the wiki platform it applies to.
Decoupling validators from the wiki engine makes it possible to reuse validators among different clones,
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to implement multiple validation strategies and to code validators separately. One of the needed next steps
is coding extensions for other wikis (for instance, MediaWiki which currently supports functional
templates and only partially creational templates) and adapting the generalarchitecture to different
domains and usecases.
Moving away form implementation issues, a research issue is central to the proposed vision:
embedding semantic data into a wiki template. Though from different perspectives, we believe it will be
further studied by the community. In the field of semantic wikis, in fact, studies on simplified syntaxes for
semantics are still alive and researchers will probably end up discussing a unified solution, as well as they
have done for the plain one [Sauer et al. (2007)]. The same liveness is evident in the microformat
community, where new formats are continuously introduced and supported by server and clientside
applications. These trends need to be monitored and need contribution, in order to find a flexible and
powerful syntax to input semantic annotation inline in wiki markup. The increasing importance of
WYSIWYG editors, on the other hand, can help in hiding complex syntactical aspects. The complex
relation between assisted interfaces and traditional wiki textareas is another aspect to be investigated from
the point of view of humancomputer interaction.
The expressiveness of the semantic language also deserves attention. It does not only impact on the
syntax, but also on the overall capabilities of the system. In fact the overall integration between simple
authoring systems and semantics requires radical simplifications. It is also true, however, that richer and
more powerful semantic information could be very useful. Most semantic wikis, for instance, model each
entity of a domain as a wiki page and force users to only insert in a page statements about that page. Do
different scenarios exist where users benefit from a model where page fragments express statements about
external resources? If yes, is it possible to support that model without complicating too much the editing
workflow? What about efficiency issues in retrieving such distributed information? These are only a few
questions about the very same issue: the expressive power we need to give to our users.
The power of the language impacts on the complexity of the validation process too. Validation issues
can play a leading role in future research pivoting around semantic content management systems. The
modularity of the proposed architecture allows to incrementally add validators and experiment with novel
checks, foreseeable topics are: validation of inline content, crossrelations, and accurate analysis of free
text. The coding and programmability of each validator is also a central issue. A validator is an
independent component which can be invoked either as an internal function by the wiki, or as an external
service. Work is needed both on tight integration possibilities with wiki clone (up to the possibility of
coding validators directly within wikis) and on loose integration possibilities to formalize interfaces and
interaction within wikis and external validators. The proposed framework distinguishes between two roles
for the users, in order to only require few of them to manage templates and validators: template authors
(or tailors) and ordinary users; further studies on the role of the tailors, as well as mechanisms they can
use to drive semantic information insertion, is yet another “plug” to the sketched research.
Finally, the blog/microformats side can (and should) be studied to highlight analogies and differences
with the presented analysis. To start with, the review of how microformats score against the requirements
of background section is open (as well as the question whether the proposed requirements need better
tuning due to the change of environment …). The initial considerations are that metadata proximity is
properly implemented by microformats, editing freedom is likely not that relevant (as blogs are usually
targeted at a single person, which can enjoy a relative high degree of freedom in her doings). Can one
hope to achieve uniformity in the blogosphere made by independent authors working on Web applications
completely decoupled one from the other? In this respect a single wiki system looks like a more closed
universe easier to tame. What about validation? Once more one cannot hope to deploy a validation
framework only once, but should rather rely on wellknown access points as blog feeds to perform remote
analysis as independent entities like Technorati are already doing. All these considerations are very
preliminary and deserves further investigation, each of them has the potential to open relevant topics for
related research.
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CONCLUSION
The two most recent evolutions of the World Wide Web—Semantic Web and Web 2.0 —are
characterized by a very interesting dichotomy: what is a strength point for one seems to be a difficult-tobe-crossed barrier for the other, and viceversa. The Semantic Web is meant to be a machine readable
platform for advanced information search and retrieval, but has had difficulties in taking off since that
information is still difficult to be authored; on the other hand, the Web 2.0 stresses easy authoring for all
users, but does not rely on consistent and complete semantic information.
This chapter has investigated solutions to bridge the gap between these two worlds: both the lowercase
semantic web and semantic wikis has been discussed in that respect. The former is a concept indicating all
those proposals which are not as complex or extensible as the languages related to the traditional Semantic
Web (such as RDF and OWL), but let authors add simple semantic content and processable annotations to
Web pages. In particular, the chapter presented the key characteristics of microformats which exploit
legacy XHTML attributes to convey semantics onto Web pages. On the other hand, semantic wikis
combine the power of free wiki editing with semantic knowledge-bases, by giving to users alternative
syntaxes to annotate content, as well as integrated interfaces to search and browse that content.
A detailed analysis of the limitations of semantic wikis has led to a novel alternative solution based on
wiki content templating. The basic idea is to piggyback semantic information onto content templates, and
extend semantic wikis to support (semantic) content validation. Details of that solution were discussed in
the core part of the chapter. The resulting discussion identified several research directions, related not only
to the proposed solution but also to the whole area of simplified semantic web authoring.
Starting from here, the interested reader is invited to investigate parallels and differences between the
proposed wiki-based scenario and the microformats scenario, intimately related to their usage in blogs.
The adoption of XHTML extensions to write wiki content, as well as the integration of semantic data from
different sources (wikis and blogs), or the application of templates to the blog scenarios are only some of
the possible starting points. The investigation and merge of similar experiences can lead to a unified
authoring environment which will turn the dream of the Semantic Web into an everyday reality.
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KEY TERMS & DEFINITIONS
Microformat: a class of markup languages to embed semantic data into web pages, by
exploiting XHTML attributes and elements.
Semantic Web: an extension of the World Wide Web, aiming at defining the web
content as a machineunderstandable information which can be searched, collected and
managed by software agents.
(lowercase) semantic web: an intermediate step towards the (uppercase) Semantic Web,
aiming at expressing semantic data within HTML pages in a simple and effective way.
Semantic wiki: a wiki enabling users to write and manage semantic information about a
given domain.
Template: a description of a layout and the rules to produce that layout from the input
content.
Web 2.0: a term used to indicate the recent (economic, technical and social) trends in the
World Wide Web, stressing on information sharing, collaboration, personalization and
social connectivity.
Wiki: a collaborative web editing environment for shared writing and browsing,
allowing every reader to access and edit any page.
Wiki clone (or “Wiki engine”): a software, written in a specific programming language,
that runs a wiki.
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